NUFFIELD AUSTRALIA
STRATEGIC PLAN

2014 to 2019

MISSION (OUR PURPOSE)

That Nuffield scholars are the preeminent influencer of industry and policy
development for Australian agriculture.

To build capacity for Australian agriculturalists so that they lead the world in the
adoption of technology, best practice and innovation.

Goals
Governance: The board and management
of Nuffield Australia has the skills,
knowledge and expertise commensurate
with a responsible, well managed
corporate body.
Programs: Nuffield programs are the
most prized and respected offerings in
the Australian agribusiness sector.

Investors: Financial sustainability of
Nuffield is guaranteed by Nuffield’s
status as an attractive investment.

Members: The most influential
agricultural network in Australia with an
alumni who are engaged and actively
contribute to the future development of
Nuffield.

Achievements 2020

Strategies


Board Governance



Organisation management structure



Policy and resources

Scholarship







Skills based board
Rigorous & transparent selection process
Adaptable organisation structure to meet growth requirements
Robust risk management
Sustainable financial resources

Contemporary scholars’
conference

 Nuffield Australia continues to support the NI governance of the CSC
 The CSC continues to be a core component of the Nuffield Australia program

Global focus program

 Resolve the ownership, management and participation of the GFP

Research projects

 Novel research influences industry and policy development for Australian agriculture
 Research drives large-scale R&D projects by RDCs

Annual Conference

 The conference provides value for alumni, investors and the broader agricultural community.

Relationships

 Strong relationships managed by the organisation as a whole; not totally dependant on CEO
 3 way MOU between NA, scholar and investor
 Participation in programs by investors

Products

 Expanded range to appeal to non-traditional sponsors.
 ROI demonstrated

Contemporary
scholars

Alumni

Professional development

 Scholars emerge from the program as confident and capable communicators.
 Ongoing mentoring

Data Base

 Data base identifying applicants, and tracking scholars participation in industry

Contributions

 Alumni provide ongoing support and remain engaged with Nuffield.

Capacity Building and
Engagement

 Alumni tour programs
 Strong Alumni representation on industry boards
 A broad range of ongoing post scholarship options for further professional development.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

VISION (OUR FUTURE)

